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Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade (and
determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers have
attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade, and the
determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs

4. Other work on trade costs.
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Goodness of Fit of Gravity Equations

• Lai and Trefler (2002, unpublished) discuss (among other
things) the fit of the gravity equation.

• Recall from the previous lecture the notation in Anderson and
van Wincoop (2004), but study imports (M) into i from j
rather than exports:
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• Where Pk
i and Πk

j are price indices.



Goodness of Fit of Gravity Equations
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• Lai and Trefler (2002) discuss the fit of this equation, and
then divide up the fit into 3 parts (using their notation):

1. Qk
j ≡ Y k

j . Fit from this, they argue, is uninteresting due to the

“data identity” that
∑

i M
k
ij = Y k

j .

2. ski ≡ E k
i . Fit from this, they argue, is somewhat interesting as

it’s due to homothetic preferences. But not that interesting.

3. Φk
ij ≡

(
τ k
ij

Pk
i Πk

j

)1−εk

. This, they argue, is the interesting bit of

the gravity equation. It includes the partial-equilibrium effect
of trade costs τ kij , as well as all general equilibrium effects (in

Pk
i and Πk

j ).



Lai and Trefler (2002): Other Notes

• Other notes on their estimation procedure:
• They use 3-digit manufacturing industries (28 industries),

every 5 years from 1972-1992, 14 importers (OECD) and 36
exporters. (Big constraint is data on tariffs.)

• They estimate trade costs τ kij as simply equal to tariffs.

• They estimate one parameter εk per industry k.

• They also allow for unrestricted taste-shifters by country (fixed
over time).

• Note that the term Φk
ij is highly non-linear in parameters.



Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Overall fit, pooled cross-sections
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Fit from just Φk

ijt , pooled cross-sections
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Fit from just Φk

ijt , but controlling for skit and Qk
jt , pooled cross-sections
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Overall fit, long differences
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Fit from just Φk

ijt , long differences
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Fit from just Φk

ijt , but controlling for skit and Qk
jt , long differences
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Lai and Trefler (2002): Results
Exploring whether fit over long differences is driven by skit (homotheticity) or Qk

jt (“data
identity”)
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Figure 5. The Income (sit) and Data-Identity (Qjt) Terms in Changes: 1992 − 1972

9. Income and Data-Identity Terms

The income (sit) and data-identity (Qjt) terms have been examined directly or indirectly

by a large number of researchers. Indeed, the model ln Mijt = ln sit + ln Qjt is very much a

gravity equation. One therefore needs a good reason for revisiting the model. We think we

have one. The left-hand panel of figure 5 plots ∆ ln Mijt ≡ ln Mij1992 − ln Mij1972 against

∆ ln sit ≡ ln si1992 − ln si1972. The relationship is weak: the ‘R2 All’ statistic is 0.00. This

means that the income term explains absolutely none of the within country-pair sample variation.

We do not think that most researchers realize this. Jensen (2000) is an exception.8

The right-hand panel of figure 5 plots ∆ ln Mijt against ∆ ln Qjt ≡ ln Qj1992 − ln Qj1972.

The striking feature of the plot is that it is very similar to the figure 4 plot of ∆ ln Mijt

against ∆ ln sitΦijtQjt. To confirm this, note that the ‘R2 All’ statistics of figure 5 (left-hand

plot) and figure 4 (top plot) are identical. This means that almost all of the good fit of the

CES monopolistic competition model comes from the data-identity term Qjt. Again, the

8We are grateful to Rob Feenstra for pointing out that an earlier draft contained some odd gravity results
that needed to be investigated.
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Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade
(and determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers have
attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade, and the
determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs

4. Other work on trade costs.



Measuring Trade Costs: What do we mean by ‘trade
costs’?

• The sum total of all of the costs that impede trade from
origin to destination.

• This includes:
• Tariffs and non-tariff barriers (quotas etc).

• Transportation costs.

• Administrative hurdles.

• Corruption.

• Contractual frictions.

• The need to secure trade finance (working capital while goods
in transit).

• NB: There is no reason that these ‘trade costs’ occur only on
international trade.



Introduction: Why care about trade costs?

1. They enter many modern models of trade, so empirical
implementations of these models need an empirical metric for
trade costs.

2. There are clear features of the international trade data that
seem hard (but not impossible) to square with a frictionless
world.

3. As famously argued by Obstfeld and Rogoff (Brookings,
2000), trade costs may explain ‘the six big puzzles of
international macro’.

4. Trade costs clearly matter for welfare calculations.

5. Trade costs could be endogenous and driven by the market
structure of the trading sector; this would affect the
distribution of gains from trade. (A monopolist on
transportation could extract all of the gains from trade.)



Are Trade Costs ‘Large’?

• There is considerable debate (still unresolved) about this
question.

• Arguments in favor:
• Trade falls very dramatically with distance (see Figures to

follow shortly).

• Clearly haircuts are not very tradable but a song on iTunes is.
Everything else is in between.

• Contractual frictions of sale at a distance (Avner Grief’s
‘Fundamental Problem of Exchange’, No Trade theorems, etc)
seem potentially severe.

• Commonly heard claim that a fundamental problem in
developing countries is their ‘sclerotic’ infrastructure (ie ports,
roads, etc). (For a colorful description, see 2005 Economist
article on traveling with a truck driver around Cameroon.)



Are Trade Costs ‘Large’?

• Arguments against:

• Inter- and intra-national shipping rates aren’t that high: in
March 2010 (even at relatively high gas prices) a
California-Boston refrigerated truck journey cost around
$5, 000. Fill this with grapes and they will sell at retail for
around $100, 000.

• Tariffs are not that big (nowadays).

• Repeated games and reputations/brand names get around any
high stakes contractual issues.

• Surprisingly little hard evidence has been brought to bear on
these issues.



Trade Falls with Distance: Leamer (JEL 2007)
From Germany. Visual evidence for the gravity equation

you didn’t think that distance matters much
for international commerce, this figure
should convince you otherwise. There is a
remarkably clear log-linear relationship
between trade and distance. An estimated
distance elasticity of –0.9 means that each
doubling of distance reduces trade by 90
percent. For example, the distance between
Los Angeles and Tijuana is about 150 miles.
If Tijuana were on the other side of the
Pacific instead of across the border in
Mexico and if this distance were increased to
10,000 miles, the amount of trade would
drop by a factor of 44. Other things held
constant, expect the amount of commerce
between Shanghai and LA to be only about
2 percent of the commerce between Tijuana
and LA.

But, you must be imagining, the force of
gravity is getting less, much less. In 1997,
Frances Cairncross, a journalist with the
Economist, anticipated Friedman’s The
World is Flat by proclaiming in her book
title The Death of Distance,20 and she fol-
lowed that with The Death of Distance 2.0

in 2001, a paperback version with 70 per-
cent more material because “In the three
years since the original Death of Distance
was written, an extraordinary amount has
changed in the world of communications
and the Internet.”21 The facts suggest oth-
erwise. In my own (Leamer 1993a) study of
OECD trade patterns, I report that this
distance elasticity changed very little
between 1970 and 1985 even with the con-
siderable reduction in transportation and
communication costs that were occurring
over that fifteen year time period. Disdier
and Head (2005) accurately title their
meta-analysis of the multitude of estimates
of the gravity model that have been made
over the last half-century: “The Puzzling
Persistence of the Distance Effect on
International Trade.” They find “the esti-
mated negative impact of distance on trade
rose around the middle of the century and
has remained persistently high since then.
This result holds even after controlling for
many important differences in samples and
methods.”

The distance effect on trade has not
diminished even as transportation costs and

111Leamer: A Review of Thomas L Friedman’s The World is Flat

20 The Death of Distance: How the Communications
Revolution Is Changing our Lives, by Frances Cairncross,
(2.0 from Harvard Business School). 21 http://www.deathofdistance.com/.
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Trade Falls with Distance: Eaton and Kortum (2002)
OECD manufacturing in 19951752 J. EATON AND S. KORTUM 
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FIGURE 1.-Trade and geography. 

An obvious, but crude, proxy for dni in equation (12) is distance. Figure 1 
graphs normalized import share against distance between the correspond- 
ing country-pair (on logarithmic scales). The rrelationship is not perfect, and 
shouldn't be. Imperfections in our proxy for geographic barriers aside, we are 
ignoring the price indices that appear in equation (12). Nevertheless, the resis- 
tance that geography imposes on trade comes through clearly. 

Since we have no independent information on the extent to which geographic 
barriers rise with distance, the relationship in Figure 1 confounds the impact 
of comparative advantage (0) and geographic barriers (dni) on trade flows. The 
strong inverse correlation could result from geographic barriers that rise rapidly 
with distance, overcoming a strong force of comparative advantage (a low 0). 
Alternatively, comparative advantage might exert only a very weak force (a high 
0), so that even a mild increase in geographic barriers could cause trade to drop 
off rapidly with distance. 

To identify 0 we turn to price data, which we use to measure the term pid"i/p" 
on the right-hand side of equation (12). While we used standard data to calculate 
normalized trade shares, our measure of relative prices, and particularly geo- 
graphic barriers, requires more explanation. We work with retail prices in each 
of our 19 countries of 50 manufactured products.24 We interpret these data as 

24 The United Nations International Comparison Program 1990 benchmark study gives, for over 
100 products, the price in each of our countries relative to the price in the United States. We choose 
50 products that are most closely linked to manufacturing outputs. 



Trade Falls with Distance: Inside France
Crozet and Koenig (2009): Intensive Margin

Figure 1: Mean value of individual-firm exports (single-region firms, 1992)
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Trade Falls with Distance: Inside France
Crozet and Koenig (2009): Extensive Margin

Figure 2: Percentage of firms which export (single-region firms, 1992)
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Trade Falls with Distance: Inside the US
Hilberry and Hummels (EER 2008) using zipcode-to-zipcode CFS data

are measuring regions at the 3-digit zip code level, NF
ij41 could result from seeing more

than 1 unique establishment per commodity and/or having multiple (5-digit) destination
regions within the 3-digit region j.

Finally, we decompose the average value per shipment into average price and average
quantity per shipment

PQij ¼
ð
PNij

s¼1P
s
ijQ

s
ijÞ

Nij

¼
ð
PNij

s¼1P
s
ijQ

s
ijÞ

ð
PNij

s¼1QijÞ

ð
PNij

s¼1QijÞ

Nij

¼ Pij Qij . (3)

Our units are weight (pounds) for all commodities. By using this common unit we are
able to aggregate over dissimilar products, and to compare prices (per pound) across all
commodities.

We now have total trade between 2 regions, decomposed into 4 component parts.

Tij ¼ Nk
ij NF

ij Pij Qij . (4)

3.1. Decomposition results

We use a kernel regression estimator to provide a non-parametric estimate of the
relationship between distance shipped and the elements of Eq. (4), using 3-digit zip code
data to define regions.12 Fig. 1 shows a kernel regression of Tij on distance. Value declines
very rapidly with distance, dropping off almost an entire order of magnitude between 1
and 200 miles, and is nearly flat thereafter. This figure demonstrates that there is a
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Fig. 1. Kernel regressions.

12We use the Gaussian kernel estimator in STATA, calculated on n ¼ 100 points, and allowing the estimator to

calculate and employ the optimal bandwidth. Distance between 3-digit regions is calculated as the average of all

the 5-digit pairs between the 2 3-digit regions.

R. Hillberry, D. Hummels / European Economic Review 52 (2008) 527–550 533



Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade (and
determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers
have attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade,
and the determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs

4. Other work on trade costs.



Direct Measurement of Trade Costs

• The simplest way to measure TCs is to just go out there and
measure them directly.

• Many components of TCs are probably measurable. But many
aren’t.

• Still, this sort of descriptive evidence is extremely valuable for
getting a sense of things.

• Sources of this sort of evidence (there is probably much
more):
• Hummels (JEP, 2007) survey on transportation.

• Anderson and van Wincoop (JEL, 2004) survey on trade costs.

• Limao and Venables (WBER 2001) on shipping.

• Barron and Olken (JPE 2009) on bribes and trucking in
Indonesia.

• Fafchamps (2004 book) on traders and markets in Africa.



Direct Measures: Hummels (2007)
Air shipping prices falling.

138 Journal of Economic Perspectives 

Figure 1 
Worldwide Air Revenue per Ton-Kilometer 
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Source: International Air Transport Association, World Air Transport Statistics, various years. 

Expressed in 2000 U.S. dollars, the price fell from $3.87 per ton-kilometer in 1955 
to under $0.30 from 1955-2004. As with Gordon's (1990) measure of quality- 
adjusted aircraft prices, declines in air transport prices are especially rapid early in 
the period. Average revenue per ton-kilometer declined 8.1 percent per year from 
1955-1972, and 3.5 percent per year from 1972-2003. 

The period from 1970 onward is of particular interest, as it corresponds to an 
era when air transport grew to become a significant portion of world trade, as 
shown in Table 1. In this period, more detailed data are available. The U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics reports air freight price indices for cargoes inbound to and 
outbound from the United States for 1991-2005 at (http://www.bls.gov/mxp). The 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) published a "Survey of Interna- 
tional Air Transport Fares and Rates" annually between 1973 and 1993. These 

surveys contain rich overviews of air cargo freight rates (price per kilogram) for 
thousands of city-pairs in air travel markets around the world. The "Survey" does 
not report the underlying data, but it provides information on mean fares and 
distance traveled for many regions as well as simple regression evidence to char- 
acterize the fare structure. Using this data, I construct predicted cargo rates in each 

year for worldwide air cargo and for various geographic route groups. 
I deflate both the International Civil Aviation Organization and Bureau of 

Labor Statistics series using the U.S. GDP deflator to provide the price of air 

shipping measured in real U.S. dollars per kilogram, and normalize the series to 

equal 100 in 1992. The light dashed lines in Figure 2 report the ICAO time series 
on worldwide air cargo prices from 1973-1993 (with detailed data on annual rates 
of change for each ICAO route group reported in the accompanying note). 



Direct Measures: Hummels (2007)
Air shipping prices falling.Transportation Costs and International Trade in the Second Era of Globalization 139 

Figure 2 
Air Transport Price Indices 
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years; U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) import/export price indices, 
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Notes: ICAO Data on Route Groups: 

Annualized growth rates for 1973-80 of shipping price per kg (in year 2000 dollars): All routes 2.87; 
North Atlantic 1.03; Mid Atlantic 3.45; South Atlantic 3.98; North and Mid Pacific -3.43; South 
Pacific -2.49; North to Central America 3.63; North and Central America to South America 2.34; 
Europe to Middle East 4.80; Europe and Middle East to Africa 1.84; Europe/Middle East/Africa to 
Asia/Pacific 3.32; Local Asia/Pacific 0.97; Local North America 1.63; Local Europe 4.51; Local South 
America 2.53; Local Middle East 1.92; Local Africa 4.94. 

Annualized growth rates for 1980-93 of shipping price per kg (in year 2000 dollars): All routes -2.52; 
North Atlantic -3.59; Mid Atlantic -3.36; South Atlantic -3.92; North and Mid Pacific -1.48; South 
Pacific -0.98; North to Central America -0.72; North and Central America to South America -1.34; 
Europe to Middle East -3.02; Europe and Middle East to Africa -2.34; Europe/Middle East/Africa 
to Asia/Pacific -2.78; Local Asia/Pacific -1.52; Local North America -1.73; Local Europe -2.63; 
Local Central America 0.97; Local South America -2.25; Local Middle East -1.46; Local Africa 
-2.43. 

Pooling data from all routes, prices increase 2.87 percent annually from 1973 to 
1980 and then decline 2.52 percent annually from 1980 to 1993. The increases in 
the first period largely reflect oil price increases. The timing of the rate reduction 
also coincides well with the WATS data, which show little price change in the 1970s 
and more rapid declines in the 1980s. The post-1980 price declines vary substan- 

tially over routes, with longer routes and those involving North America showing 
the largest drops. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics data on air freight outbound from the United States 
for 1992-2004 are plotted with the solid line in Figure 2, while inbound data to the 
United States for 1991-2004 are plotted with the thick dashed line. The real price 
of outbound air freight fell consistently at a rate of 2.1 percent per year in this 

period. The real price of inbound air freight fell 2.5 percent per year from 
1990-2001 and then rose sharply (4.8 percent per year) thereafter, perhaps re- 

flecting greater security costs after September 11, 2001. 
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Sea shipping has (surprisingly, given containerization) not moved much.
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Figure 3 

Tramp Price Index 

(with U.S. GDP deflator and with commodity price deflator) 
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Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Review of Maritime Transport, various 
years. 
Note: Tramp prices deflated by a U.S. GDP deflator and tramp prices deflated by commodity price 
deflator. 

has steadily declined, the cost of shipping a dollar value of wheat or iron ore 
has not. 

Figure 4 displays the liner price time series. Measured relative to traded goods 
prices, liner prices rise steadily against German import prices before peaking in 
1985. Measured relative to the German GDP deflator (solid line), liner prices 
decline until the early 1970s, rise sharply in 1974 and throughout the late 1970s, 
spike in the 1983-1985 period, then decline rapidly thereafter. 

The very sharp increases in the German cost of shipping from 1983-1985 is 

likely due to the rapid real depreciation of the German deutschemark in this 

period, which made German purchases of all international goods and services more 

expensive. Accordingly, the 1983-85 spike is probably not representative of what 

happened worldwide in this short period. 
However, the rapid liner price increases facing Germany in the 1970s did occur 

more broadly. Throughout the 1970s, UNCTAD's annual Review of Maritime Trans- 

port reported in some detail price changes announced by shipping conferences, 
with annual nominal increases of 10-15 percent being common across nearly all 
routes. The same publication also reports the ad valorem shipping rates for a small 
number of specific commodities and routes from 1963-2004. Examples include 
rubber shipped from Malaysia to Europe, cocoa beans shipped from either Ghana 
or Brazil to Europe, and tea shipped from Sri Lanka to Europe. Converted to real 
dollars per quantity shipped, these liner prices increased by 67 percent in the 
1970s. 
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Sea shipping has (surprisingly, given containerization) not moved much.
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Figure 4 
Liner Price Index 

(with German GDP deflator and with German traded goods price deflator) 
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Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development Review of Maritime Transport, various 

years. 
Note: Liner prices deflated by a German GDP deflator and liner prices deflated by a German traded- 

goods price deflator. 

Why Didn't Containerization Reduce Measured Ocean Shipping Rates? 
These liner rate increases reported in Figure 4 are especially surprising given 

that they occurred shortly after the introduction of containerization to European 
liner trades. If containerization and the associated productivity gains led to lower 

shipping prices, as is widely believed and as Levinson (2006) qualitatively argues, 
the effect should appear in the liner series. Yet liner prices exhibit considerable 

increases, both in absolute terms and relative to tramp prices after containers are 
introduced. Further, data series that span the introduction of containerization, 
such as the New Zealand imports data and the UNCTAD Review of Maritime 

Transport series measuring costs for specific goods and routes, show no clear decline 
either. 

One possible explanation for this puzzling finding is that the real gains from 
containerization might come from unmeasured quality change in transportation 
services. Containerships are faster than their predecessors, and for loading and 

unloading are much quicker than with break bulk cargo. In addition, containers 
allow cargo tracking, so that firms know precisely where goods are en route and 
when they will arrive. As I describe in more detail below, speed improvements are 
of substantial and growing value to international trade. To the extent that these 

quality improvements do not show up in measured price indices, the indices 
understate the value of the technological advance. 

Still, many of the purported improvements of container shipping should have 
lowered explicitly measured ocean shipping costs, and apparently did not. Why? 
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These effects are moderated by compositional changes.
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Figure 5 
Ad Valorem Air Freight 
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Source: Author's calculation based on U.S. Census Bureau U.S. Imports of Merchandise. 
Note: The unadjusted ad valorem rate is simply expenditure/import value. The fitted ad valorem rate 
is derived from a regression and controls for changes in the mix of trade partners and products 
traded. 

lated in this way do not take into account changes in the mix of trade partners or 

products traded. Thus, the next step is to construct a value for ad valorem air 

shipping costs that controls for these changes in composition. I use a regression in 
which the dependent variable is the ad valorem air freight cost in logs for com- 

modity k shipped from exporter j at time t. The independent variables include a 

separate intercept for each exporter-commodity shipped, the weight/value ratio in 

logs for each shipment, and year dummy variables. The exporter-commodity inter- 

cepts control for the fact that iron-ore from Brazil has higher transportation costs 
in every period than shoes from Taiwan, and the weight/value ratio controls for 

compositional change over time within an exporter-commodity, for instance, 
Taiwan shipping higher quality shoes. 

The resulting fitted trend (the solid line) in Figure 5, is the value of the 

dummy variable for each year and is equivalent to ad valorem transportation 
expenditures after controlling for compositional change. Once changes in the 
trade partner and product mix have been taken into account, the fitted ad valorem 
cost exhibits a greater absolute decline in air transportation costs. 

Figure 6 provides a parallel picture for ocean shipping. Again, the dashed line 
shows aggregate expenditures on ocean shipping divided by total value of ocean 

shipping in each year. It shows an initially rapid decline in transportation expen- 
ditures, followed by a 25-year period in which rates fluctuate but do not otherwise 
decline. To control for compositional change, I use the same regression as with air 

shipping only now the dependent variable is the ad valorem ocean freight cost in 

logs for commodity k shipped from exporter j at time t. The solid line shows the 
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Figure 6 
Ad Valorem Ocean Freight 
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Source: Author's calculations based on the U.S. Census Bureau's U.S. Imports of Merchandise. 
Note: The unadjusted ad valorem rate is simply expenditure/import value. The fitted ad valorem rate 
is derived from a regression and controls for changes in the mix of trade partners and products 
traded. 

coefficient on the dummy variables by year, which represents ad valorem ocean 

shipping costs after controlling for exporter-commodity composition and changing 
weight/value ratios. The fitted rates decline initially, then increase through the 
mid-1980s, then decline for the subsequent 20 years. 

Figures 5 and 6 reveal a seeming paradox in the data. Even though the 

aggregate weight/value ratio of trade is falling, the weight/value ratio for both air 
and ocean shipping is increasing. How can this be? If we arrange goods along a 
continuum from heaviest to lightest, goods at the heaviest part of the continuum 
tend to be ocean shipped, and those at the lightest part tend to be air shipped. This 

pattern can be seen in the level of the ad valorem freight expenditures (dashed 
lines) in Figures 5 and 6, where ocean shipping appears to be more expensive than 
air shipping. It is not: the higher costs incurred for ocean shipping are due to the 
fact that the average ocean-shipped manufactured good is 25 times heavier than the 

average air-shipped manufactured good. As the relative price of air/ocean shipping 
falls, goods at the margin shift from ocean to air shipping (Harrigan, 2005, provides 
a formal model of this process). Relative to the set of air-shipped goods, these 

marginal goods are heavy, and the average weight of air-shipped goods rises. But 
relative to the set of ocean-shipped goods, these marginal goods are light, and by 
losing them the average weight of ocean-shipped goods rises as well. The difference 
between the unadjusted and the fitted lines in Figures 5 and 6 show this compo- 
sitional shift in effect. Fitted costs for air and ocean shipping that control for this 
shift exhibit larger declines for both ocean and air shipping than aggregate 
expenditures, which fail to control for the shift. 

The U.S. import data can also be used to examine what determines the level 



Direct Measures: AvW (2004) Survey

• Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) survey trade costs in great
detail.

• They begin with descriptive, ‘direct’ evidence on:
• Tariffs—but this is surprisingly hard. (It is genuinely

scandalous how hard it is to get good data on the state of the
world’s tariffs.)

• NTBs—much harder to find data. And then there are
theoretical issues such as whether quotas are binding.

• Transportation costs (mostly now summarized in Hummels
(2007)).

• Wholesale and retail distribution costs (which clearly affect
both international and intranational trade).



Direct Measures: AvW (2004)
Tariffs

TABLE 2 
SIMPLE AND TRADE-WEIGHTED TARIFF AVERAGES 1999 

Country Simple TW 

Average Average 

Argentina 14.8 11.3 
Australia 4.5 4.1 
Bahamas 0.7 0.8 
Bahrain 7.8 

Bangladesh 22.7 21.8 
Barbados 19.2 20.3 
Belize 19.7 14.9 
Bhutan 15.3 
Bolivia 9.7 9.1 
Brazil 15.5 12.3 
Canada 4.5 1.3 
Chile 10.0 10.0 
Colombia 12.2 10.7 
Costa Rica 6.5 4.0 
Czech Republic 5.5 
Dominica 18.5 15.8 
Ecuador 13.8 11.1 

European Union 3.4 2.7 

Georgia 10.6 
Grenada 18.9 15.7 

Guyana 20.7 
Honduras 7.5 7.8 

Hong Kong 0.0 0.0 
India 30.1 
Indonesia 11.2 

Jamaica 18.8 16.7 

Japan 2.4 2.9 
Korea 9.1 5.9 
Mexico 17.5 6.6 
Montserrat 18.0 
New Zealand 2.4 3.0 

Nicaragua 10.5 11.0 

Paraguay 13.0 6.1 
Peru 13.4 12.6 

Philippines 9.7 
Romania 15.9 8.3 
Saudi Arabia 12.2 

Singapore 0.0 0.0 
Slovenia 9.8 11.4 
South Africa 6.0 4.4 
St. Kitts 18.7 
St. Lucia 18.7 
St. Vincent 18.3 
Suriname 18.7 
Switzerland 0.0 0.0 
Taiwan 10.1 6.7 
Trinidad 19.1 17.0 

Uruguay 4.9 4.5 
USA 2.9 1.9 
Venezuela 12.4 13.0 

Notes: The data are from UNCTAD's TRAINS database (Haveman repackaging). 
A "-" indicates that trade data for 1999 are unavailable in TRAINS. 
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NTB ‘coverage ratios’ (% of product lines that are subject to an NTB).

TABLE 3 
NON-TARIFF BARRIERS 1999 

NTB ratio TW NTB ratio NTB ratio TW NTB ratio 

Country (narrow) (narrow) (broad) (broad) 

Algeria 

Argentina 
Australia 

Bahrain 

Bhutan 

Bolivia 

Brazil 

Canada 

Chile 

Colombia 

Czech Republic 
Ecuador 

European Union 

Guatemala 

Hungary 
Indonesia 

Lebanon 

Lithuania 

Mexico 

Morocco 

New Zealand 

Oman 

Paraguay 
Peru 

Poland 

Romania 

Saudi Arabia 

Slovenia 

South Africa 

Taiwan 

Tunisia 

Uruguay 
USA 

Venezuela 

.001 

.260 

.014 

.009 

.041 

.014 

.108 

.151 

.029 

.049 

.001 

.065 

.008 

.000 

.013 

.001 

.000 

.000 

.002 

.001 

.000 

.006 

.018 

.021 

.001 

.001 

.014 

.030 

.000 

.057 

.000 

.052 

.015 

.131 

.000 

.441 

.006 

.049 

.299 

.039 

.098 

.144 

.201 

.041 

.000 

.034 

.000 

.000 

.004 

.035 

.108 

.094 

.050 

.000 

.019 

.002 

.074 

.000 

.098 

.055 

.196 

.183 

.718 

.225 

.045 

.045 

.179 

.440 

.307 

.331 

.544 

.117 

.278 

.095 

.348 

.231 

.118 

.000 

.191 

.580 

.066 

.391 

.134 

.256 

.377 

.133 

.207 

.156 

.393 

.113 

.138 

.317 

.354 

.272 

.382 

.388 

.756 

.351 

.206 

.603 

.198 

.375 

.627 

.476 

.106 

.393 

.161 

.196 

.533 

.479 

.162 

.385 

.424 

.235 

.185 

.408 

.161 

.207 

.598 

.470 

.389 

.333 

Notes: The data are from UNCTAD's TRAINS database (Haveman repackaging). The "narrow" category includes, 
quantity, price, quality and advance payment NTBs, but does not include threat measures such as antidumping 
investigations and duties. The "broad" category includes quantity, price, quality, advance payment and threat 
measures. The ratios are calculated based on six-digit HS categories. 
A "-" indicates that trade data for 1999 are not available. 
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MFA: An example of a case/industry where good quota data exists. Deardorff and Stern
(1998) converted to tariff equivalents.Journal of Economic Literature Vol. XLII (September 2004) 

TABLE 5 
TARIFF EQUIVALENTS OF U.S. MFA QUOTAS, 1991 AND 1993 (PERCENT) 

Sector 1991 1993 

Rent Rent S TW Rent + %US 
Tar Eq. Tar Eq. Tariff Tariff TW Tariff Imports 

Textiles: 
Broadwoven fabric mills 8.5 9.5 14.4 13.3 22.8 0.48 
Narrow fabric mills 3.4 3.3 6.9 6.7 10.0 0.22 
Yarn mills and textile finishing 5.1 3.1 10.0 8.5 11.6 0.06 
Thread mills 4.6 2.2 9.5 11.8 14.0 0.01 
Floor coverings 2.8 9.3 7.8 5.7 15.0 0.12 
Felt and textile goods, n.e.c. 1.0 0.1 4.7 6.2 6.3 0.06 
Lace and knit fabric goods 3.8 5.9 13.5 11.8 17.7 0.04 
Coated fabrics, not rubberized 2.0 1.0 9.8 6.6 7.6 0.03 
Tire cord and fabric 2.3 2.4 5.1 4.4 6.8 0.08 

Cordage and twine 3.1 1.2 6.2 3.6 4.8 0.03 
Nonwoven fabric 0.1 0.2 10.6 9.5 9.7 0.04 

Apparel and fab. textile products: 
Women's hosiery, except socks 5.4 2.3 

Hosiery, n.e.c. 3.5 2.4 14.9 15.3 17.7 0.04 

App'l made from purchased mat'l 16.8 19.9 13.2 12.6 32.5 5.71 
Curtains and draperies 5.9 12.1 11.9 12.1 24.2 0.01 
House furnishings, n.e.c. 8.3 13.9 9.3 8.2 22.1 0.27 
Textile bags 5.9 9.0 6.4 6.6 15.6 0.01 
Canvas and related products 6.3 5.2 6.9 6.4 11.6 0.03 

Pleating, stitching, ... embroidery 5.2 7.6 8.0 8.1 15.7 0.02 
Fabricated textile products, n.e.c. 9.2 0.6 5.2 4.8 5.4 0.37 

Luggage 2.6 10.4 12.1 10.8 21.2 0.28 
Women's handbags and purses 1.0 3.1 10.5 6.7 9.8 0.44 

Notes: "S" indicates "simple" and "TW" indicates "trade-weighted." Rent equivalents for U.S. imports from Hong 
Kong were estimated on the basis of average weekly Hong Kong quota prices paid by brokers, using information 
from International Business and Economic Research Corporation. For countries that do not allocate quota rights 
in public auctions, export prices were estimated from Hong Kong export prices, with adjustments for differences 
in labor costs and productivity. Sectors and their corresponding SIC classifications are detailed in USITC (1995) 
Table D-1. Quota tariff equivalents are reproduced from Deardorff and Stem (1998), Table 3.6 (Source USITC 
1993,1995). Tariff averages, trade-weighted tariff averages and U.S. import percentages are calculated using data 
from the UNCTAD TRAINS dataset. SIC to HS concordances from the U.S. Census Bureau are used. 

(i) substantial restrictiveness of MFA quotas 
and (ii) very large differentials in quota pre- 
mia across commodity lines and across 

exporters. 
Price comparison measures confirm this 

picture of the high and highly concentrated 
nature of NTBs with data from the agricul- 
tural sector. European and Japanese agricul- 
ture is even more highly protected than U.S. 

and Canadian agriculture. Details are dis- 
cussed in section 4. 

Using a variety of methods, Messerlin 
(2001) makes a notably ambitious attempt to 
assemble tariff equivalents of all trade policy 
barriers for the European Union. He com- 
bines the NTB tariff equivalents with the 
MFN tariffs. For 1999 the tariff equivalent of 

policy barriers were 5 percent for cereals, 

702 
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Domestic distribution costs (measured from I-O tables).Anderson and van Wincoop: Trade Costs 

TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION MARGINS FOR HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION AND CAPITAL GOODS 

Select Aus. Bel. Can. Ger. Ita. Jap. Net. UK US 
Product Categories 95 90 90 93 92 95 90 90 92 

Rice 1.239 1.237 1.867 1.423 1.549 1.335 1.434 1.511 1.435 

Fresh, frozen beef 1.485 1.626 1.544 1.423 1.605 1.681 1.640 1.390 1.534 

Beer 1.185 1.435 1.213 1.423 1.240 1.710 1.373 2.210 1.863 

Cigarettes 1.191 1.133 1.505 1.423 1.240 1.398 1.230 1.129 1.582 

Ladies' clothing 1.858 1.845 1.826 2.039 1.562 2.295 1.855 2.005 2.159 

Refrigerators, freezers 1.236 1.586 1.744 1.826 1.783 1.638 1.661 2.080 1.682 

Passenger vehicles 1.585 1.198 1.227 1.374 1.457 1.760 1.247 1.216 1.203 

Books 1.882 1.452 1.294 2.039 1.778 1.665 1.680 1.625 1.751 

Office, data proc. mach. 1.715 1.072 1.035 1.153 1.603 1.389 1.217* 1.040 1.228 

Electronic equip., etc. 1.715 1.080 1.198 1.160 1.576 1.432 1.224* 1.080 1.139 

Simple Average 
(125 categories) 1.574 1.420 1.571 1.535 1.577 1.703 1.502 1.562 1.681 

Notes: The table is reproduced from Bradford and Lawrence, "Paying the Price: The Cost of Fragmented 
International Markets", Institute of International Economics, forthcoming (2003). Margins represent the ratio 
of purchaser price to producer price. Margins data on capital goods are not available for the Netherlands, so an 

average of the four European countries' margins is used. 

2.3 Wholesale and Retail Distribution Costs 

Wholesale and retail distribution costs 
enter retail prices in each country. Since 
wholesale and retail costs vary widely by 
country, this would appear to affect 

exporters' decisions. Local trade costs apply 
to both imported and domestic goods, how- 
ever, so relative prices to buyers don't 

change and neither does the pattern of 
trade. Section 3 gives a formal argument. 
Section 4 discusses the effect of distribution 

margins on inference about international 
trade costs from retail prices. 

Ariel Burstein, Joao Neves, and Sergio 
Rebelo (2003) construct domestic distribu- 
tion costs from national input-output data 
for tradable consumption goods (which 
correspond most closely to the goods for 
which narrowly defined trade costs are rel- 
evant). They report a weighted average of 
41.9 percent for the United States in 1992 
as a fraction of the retail price. They also 

show that their input-output estimates of 
U.S. distribution costs are roughly consis- 
tent with survey data from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture for agricultural 
goods and from the 1992 Census of 
Wholesale and Retail Trade. For other G-7 
countries they report distribution costs in 
the range of 35-50 percent. 

Scott Bradford and Robert Lawrence 
(2003) use the same input-output sources to 
measure distribution costs for the United 
States and eight other industrialized coun- 
tries, but instead divide by the producer 
price, consistent with the approach in this 
survey of reporting trade barriers in terms of 
ad valorem tax equivalents. Table 6 reports 
distribution costs for selected tradable 
household consumption goods and an arith- 
metic average for 125 goods. The averages 
range over countries from 42 percent in 
Belgium to 70 percent in Japan. Average 
U.S. distribution costs are 68 percent of pro- 
ducer prices. The range of distribution costs 
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Direct Measures: Djankov, Freund and Pham (ReStat,
2010)
‘Doing business’ style survey on freight forwarding firms around the world.

Assumptions were also made on the cargo to make it comparable
across countries. The traded product traveled in a dry cargo, 20-foot,
full container load. It was not hazardous and did not require refrig-
eration. The product did not require any special phytosanitary or
environmental safety standards other than accepted international ship-
ping standards, in which case export times were likely to be longer.
Finally, every country in the sample exported this product category.
These assumptions yield three categories of goods: textile yarn and
fabrics (SITC 65), articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(SITC 84), and coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, and manufactures thereof
(SITC 07).

The questionnaire asked respondents to identify the likely port of
export. For some countries, especially in Africa and the Middle East,
this may not be the nearest port. For example, Cotonou, Benin’s main
port, is seldom used due to a perception of corruption and high
terminal handling fees.

The survey then went through the exporting procedures, dividing
them into four stages: preshipment activities such as inspections and
technical clearance; inland carriage and handling; terminal (port)
handling, including storage if a certain storage period was required;
and customs and technical control. At each stage, the respondents
described what documents were required, where to submit these
documents and whose signature was necessary, the related fees,3 and
an average and a maximum time for completing each procedure. An
example illustrates the data. In Burundi (figure 1), it takes 11 docu-
ments, 17 visits to various offices, 29 signatures, and 67 days on
average for an exporter to have goods moved from the factory to the
ship.

Trade facilitation is not only about the physical infrastructure for
trade. Indeed, only about a quarter of the delays in the sample were
due to poor road or port infrastructure—in part because our exporter
was located in the largest business city. Seventy-five percent of the
delays were due to administrative hurdles—numerous customs pro-
cedures, tax procedures, clearances, and cargo inspections—often
before the containers reach the port. The problems were magnified for
landlocked African countries, whose exporters need to comply with
different requirements at each border.

Table 1 presents summary statistics of the necessary time to fulfill
all the requirements for export by regional arrangement. Several

3 Nonfee payments, such as bribes or other informal payments, are not
considered. This is not because they do not happen—a separate section of
the survey asks open-ended questions on the main constraints to export-
ing, including perceptions of corruption at the ports and customs. How-
ever, the methodology for data collection relies on double-checking with
existing rules and regulations. Unless a fee can be traced to a specific
written rule, it is not recorded.

FIGURE 1.—EXPORT PROCEDURES IN BURUNDI

List of Procedures
1 Secure letter of credit
2 Obtain and load containers
3 Assemble and process export documents
4 Preshipment inspection and clearance
5 Prepare transit clearance
6 Inland transportation to border
7 Arrange transport; waiting for pickup and

loading on local carriage
8 Wait at border crossing

9 Transportation from border to port
10 Terminal handling activities
11 Pay export duties, taxes, or tariffs
12 Waiting for loading container on vessel
13 Customs inspection and clearance
14 Technical control, health, quarantine
15 Pass customs inspection and clearance
16 Pass technical control, health, quarantine
17 Pass terminal clearance

TABLE 1.—DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

REQUIRED TIME FOR EXPORTS

Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum Number of Observations

Africa and Middle East 41.83 20.41 10 116 35
COMESA 50.10 16.89 16 69 10
CEMAC 77.50 54.45 39 116 2
EAC 44.33 14.01 30 58 3
ECOWAS 41.90 16.43 21 71 10
Euro-Med 26.78 10.44 10 49 9
SADC 36.00 12.56 16 60 8

Asia 25.21 11.94 6 44 14
ASEAN 4 22.67 11.98 6 43 6
CER 10.00 2.83 8 12 2
SAFTA 32.83 7.47 24 44 6

Europe 22.29 17.95 5 93 34
CEFTA 22.14 3.24 19 27 7
CIS 46.43 24.67 29 93 7
EFTA 14.33 7.02 7 21 3
ELL FTA 14.33 9.71 6 25 3
European Union 13.00 8.35 5 29 14

Western Hemisphere 26.93 10.33 9 43 15
Andean Community 28.00 7.12 20 34 4
CACM 33.75 9.88 20 43 4
MERCOSUR 29.50 8.35 22 39 4
NAFTA 13.00 4.58 9 18 3

Total sample 30.40 19.13 5 116 98

Note: Seven countries belong to more than one regional agreement.
Source: Data on time delays were collected by the Doing Business team of the World Bank/IFC. They are available at www.doingbusiness.org.
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Direct Measures: Djankov, Freund and Pham (ReStat,
2010)
‘Doing business’ style survey on freight forwarding firms around the world.

Assumptions were also made on the cargo to make it comparable
across countries. The traded product traveled in a dry cargo, 20-foot,
full container load. It was not hazardous and did not require refrig-
eration. The product did not require any special phytosanitary or
environmental safety standards other than accepted international ship-
ping standards, in which case export times were likely to be longer.
Finally, every country in the sample exported this product category.
These assumptions yield three categories of goods: textile yarn and
fabrics (SITC 65), articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(SITC 84), and coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, and manufactures thereof
(SITC 07).

The questionnaire asked respondents to identify the likely port of
export. For some countries, especially in Africa and the Middle East,
this may not be the nearest port. For example, Cotonou, Benin’s main
port, is seldom used due to a perception of corruption and high
terminal handling fees.

The survey then went through the exporting procedures, dividing
them into four stages: preshipment activities such as inspections and
technical clearance; inland carriage and handling; terminal (port)
handling, including storage if a certain storage period was required;
and customs and technical control. At each stage, the respondents
described what documents were required, where to submit these
documents and whose signature was necessary, the related fees,3 and
an average and a maximum time for completing each procedure. An
example illustrates the data. In Burundi (figure 1), it takes 11 docu-
ments, 17 visits to various offices, 29 signatures, and 67 days on
average for an exporter to have goods moved from the factory to the
ship.

Trade facilitation is not only about the physical infrastructure for
trade. Indeed, only about a quarter of the delays in the sample were
due to poor road or port infrastructure—in part because our exporter
was located in the largest business city. Seventy-five percent of the
delays were due to administrative hurdles—numerous customs pro-
cedures, tax procedures, clearances, and cargo inspections—often
before the containers reach the port. The problems were magnified for
landlocked African countries, whose exporters need to comply with
different requirements at each border.

Table 1 presents summary statistics of the necessary time to fulfill
all the requirements for export by regional arrangement. Several

3 Nonfee payments, such as bribes or other informal payments, are not
considered. This is not because they do not happen—a separate section of
the survey asks open-ended questions on the main constraints to export-
ing, including perceptions of corruption at the ports and customs. How-
ever, the methodology for data collection relies on double-checking with
existing rules and regulations. Unless a fee can be traced to a specific
written rule, it is not recorded.

FIGURE 1.—EXPORT PROCEDURES IN BURUNDI

List of Procedures
1 Secure letter of credit
2 Obtain and load containers
3 Assemble and process export documents
4 Preshipment inspection and clearance
5 Prepare transit clearance
6 Inland transportation to border
7 Arrange transport; waiting for pickup and

loading on local carriage
8 Wait at border crossing

9 Transportation from border to port
10 Terminal handling activities
11 Pay export duties, taxes, or tariffs
12 Waiting for loading container on vessel
13 Customs inspection and clearance
14 Technical control, health, quarantine
15 Pass customs inspection and clearance
16 Pass technical control, health, quarantine
17 Pass terminal clearance

TABLE 1.—DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

REQUIRED TIME FOR EXPORTS

Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum Number of Observations

Africa and Middle East 41.83 20.41 10 116 35
COMESA 50.10 16.89 16 69 10
CEMAC 77.50 54.45 39 116 2
EAC 44.33 14.01 30 58 3
ECOWAS 41.90 16.43 21 71 10
Euro-Med 26.78 10.44 10 49 9
SADC 36.00 12.56 16 60 8

Asia 25.21 11.94 6 44 14
ASEAN 4 22.67 11.98 6 43 6
CER 10.00 2.83 8 12 2
SAFTA 32.83 7.47 24 44 6

Europe 22.29 17.95 5 93 34
CEFTA 22.14 3.24 19 27 7
CIS 46.43 24.67 29 93 7
EFTA 14.33 7.02 7 21 3
ELL FTA 14.33 9.71 6 25 3
European Union 13.00 8.35 5 29 14

Western Hemisphere 26.93 10.33 9 43 15
Andean Community 28.00 7.12 20 34 4
CACM 33.75 9.88 20 43 4
MERCOSUR 29.50 8.35 22 39 4
NAFTA 13.00 4.58 9 18 3

Total sample 30.40 19.13 5 116 98

Note: Seven countries belong to more than one regional agreement.
Source: Data on time delays were collected by the Doing Business team of the World Bank/IFC. They are available at www.doingbusiness.org.
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Direct Measures: Barron and Olken (JPE 2009)
Survey of truckers in Aceh, Indonesia.

economics of extortion 425

TABLE 1
Summary Statistics

Both Roads
(1)

Meulaboh
Road
(2)

Banda Aceh
Road
(3)

Total expenditures during trip (rupiah) 2,901,345 2,932,687 2,863,637
(725,003) (561,736) (883,308)

Bribes, extortion, and protection
payments 361,323 415,263 296,427

(182,563) (180,928) (162,896)
Payments at checkpoints 131,876 201,671 47,905

(106,386) (85,203) (57,293)
Payments at weigh stations 79,195 61,461 100,531

(79,405) (43,090) (104,277)
Convoy fees 131,404 152,131 106,468

(176,689) (147,927) (203,875)
Coupons/protection fees 18,848 . . . 41,524

(57,593) (79,937)
Fuel 1,553,712 1,434,608 1,697,010

(477,207) (222,493) (637,442)
Salary for truck driver and assistant 275,058 325,514 214,353

(124,685) (139,233) (65,132)
Loading and unloading of cargo 421,408 471,182 361,523

(336,904) (298,246) (370,621)
Food, lodging, etc. 148,872 124,649 178,016

(70,807) (59,067) (72,956)
Other 140,971 161,471 116,308

(194,728) (236,202) (124,755)
Number of checkpoints 20 27 11

(13) (12) (6)
Average payment at checkpoint 6,262 7,769 4,421

(3,809) (1,780) (4,722)
Number of trips 282 154 128

Note.—Standard deviations are in parentheses. Summary statistics include only those trips for which salary information
was available. All figures are in October 2006 rupiah (US$1.00 p Rp. 9,200).

of cargo (14 percent), illegal payments (13 percent), salaries (10 per-
cent), and food and lodging (5 percent).

The magnitude and composition of illegal payments vary substantially
across the two routes, as can be seen by comparing columns 2 and 3 of
table 1. Checkpoints were much more important on the Meulaboh road:
the average Meulaboh trip stopped at more than double the number
of checkpoints (27 vs.11) and paid nearly four times as much at check-
points (US$23 vs. US$5) as the average Banda Aceh trip. Conversely,
weigh station payments appear much more substantial on the Banda
Aceh route than on the Meulaboh route.

1. Checkpoints

Transactions at checkpoints work as follows. The officer manning the
checkpoint flags down trucks (or, anticipating this, in 30 percent of
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Fig. 4.—Payments by percentile of trip. Each graph shows the results of a nonparametric
Fan (1992) locally weighted regression, where the dependent variable is log payment at
checkpoint, after removing checkpoint#month fixed effects and trip fixed effects, and
the independent variable is the average percentile of the trip at which the checkpoint is
encountered. The bandwidth is equal to one-third of the range of the independent var-
iable. Dependent variable is log bribe paid at checkpoint. Bootstrapped 95 percent con-
fidence intervals are shown in dashes, where bootstrapping is clustered by trip.

the regression results from estimating equation (9). In both sets of
results, the data from the Meulaboh route show prices clearly increasing
along the route, with prices increasing 16 percent from the beginning
to the end of the trip. This is consistent with the model outlined above,
in which there is less surplus early in the route for checkpoints to extract.

The evidence from the Banda Aceh route is less conclusive, with no
clear pattern emerging: the point estimate in table 5 is negative but the
confidence intervals are wide; the nonparametric regressions in figure
4 show a pattern that increases and then decreases. One reason the
model may not apply as well here is that the route from Banda Aceh
to Medan runs through several other cities (Lhokseumawe and Langsa,
both visible on fig. 1), whereas there are no major intermediate desti-
nations on the Meulaboh road. If officials cannot determine whether a
truck is going all the way from Banda Aceh to Medan or stopping at
an intermediate destination, the upward slope prediction may be much
less clear.33

33 Another potential reason is that there are fewer checkpoints on the Banda Aceh



Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade (and
determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers
have attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade,
and the determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs

4. Other work on trade costs.



Measuring Trade Costs from Trade Flows

• Descriptive statistics can only get us so far. No one ever
writes down the full extent of costs of trading and doing
business afar.
• For example, in the realm of transportation-related trade costs:

the full transportation-related cost is not just the freight rate
(which Hummels (2007) presents evidence on) but also the
time cost of goods in transit, etc.

• The most commonly-employed method (by far) for measuring
the full extent of trade costs is the gravity equation.
• This is a particular way of inferring trade costs from trade

flows.
• Implicitly, we are comparing the amount of trade we see in the

real world to the amount we’d expect to see in a frictionless
world; the ‘difference’—under this logic—is trade costs.

• Gravity models put a lot of structure on the model in order to
very transparently back out trade costs.



Estimating τ kij from the Gravity Equation: ‘Residual

Approach’

• One natural approach would be to use the above structure to
back out what trade costs τkij must be. Let’s call this the
‘residual approach’.

• Head and Ries (2001) propose a way to do this:
• Suppose that intra-national trade is free: τ kii = 1. This can be

thought of as a normalization of all trade costs (eg assume
that AvW (2004)’s ‘distributional retail/wholesale costs’ apply
equally to domestic goods and international goods (after the
latter arrive at the port).

• And suppose that inter-national trade is symmetric: τ kij = τ kji .
• Then we have the ‘phi-ness’ of trade:

φkij ≡ (τ kij )1−εk =

√
X k
ij X

k
ji

X k
ii X

k
jj

(1)



Estimating τ kij from the Gravity Equation: ‘Residual

Approach’

• There are some drawbacks of this approach:

• We have to be able to measure internal trade, X k
ii . (You can

do this if you observe gross output or final expenditure in each
i and k, and re-exporting doesn’t get misclassified into the
wrong sector.)

• We have to know ε. (But this is actually a common drawback
in most gravity approaches).



Residual Approach to Measuring Trade Costs
Jacks, Meissner and Novy (2010): plots of τ̂ijt not φ̂ijt
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Estimating τ kij from the Gravity Equation: ‘Determinants

Approach’

• A more common approach to measuring τkij is to give up on
measuring the full τ , and instead parameterize τ as a function
of observables.

• The most famous implementation of this is to model TCs as a
function of distance (Dij):
• Assume τ kij = βDρ

ij , to make live easy when estimating in logs.

• So we give up on measuring the full set of τ kij ’s, and instead
estimate just the elasticity of TCs with respect to distance, ρ.

• How do we know that trade costs fall like this in distance?
Eaton and Kortum (2002) use a spline estimator.

• But equally, one could imagine including a whole host of m
‘determinants’ z(m) of trade costs:
• τ kij =

∏
m(z(m)kij)

ρm .
• This functional form doesn’t really have any microfoundations

(that I know of).
• But this functional form certainly makes the estimation of ρm

in a gravity equation very straightforward.



Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003)

• An important message about how one actually estimates the
gravity equation was made by AvW (2003).

• Suppose you are estimating the general gravity model:

lnX k
ij (τ ,E) = Ak

i (τ ,E) + Bk
j (τ ,E) + εk ln τkij + νkij . (2)

• Suppose you assume τkij = βDρk

ij and try to estimate ρk .

• Aside: Note that you can’t actually estimate ρk here! All you
can estimate is δk ≡ εkρk . But with outside information on
εk (in some models it is the CES parameter, which maybe we
can estimate from another study) you can back out εk .



Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003)

• Suppose you are estimating the general gravity model:

lnX k
ij (τ ,E) = Ak

i (τ ,E) + Bk
j (τ ,E) + εk ln τkij + νkij . (3)

• Note how Ak
i and Bk

j (which are equal to Y k
i (Πk

i )ε
k−1 and

E k
j (Pk

j )ε
k−1 respectively in the AvW (2004) system) depend

on τ kij too.

• Even in an endowment economy where Y k
i and E k

j are

exogenous this is a problem. The problem is the Pk
j and Πk

i

terms.
• These terms are both price indices, which are very hard to get

data on.
• So a naive regression of X k

ij on E k
j , Y k

i and τ kij is often
performed (this is AvW’s ‘traditional gravity’) instead.

• AvW (2003) pointed out that this is wrong. The estimate of ρ
will be biased by OVB (we’ve omitted the Pk

j and Πk
i terms

and they are correlated with τ kij ).



Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003)

• How to solve this problem?
• AvW (2003) propose non-linear least squares:

• The functions (Πk
i )1−εk ≡

∑
j

(
τk

Pk
j

)1−εk
Ek
j

Y k and

(Pk
j )1−εk ≡

∑
i

(
τk

Πk
i

)1−εk Y k
i

Y k are known.

• These are non-linear functions of the parameter of interest
(ρ), but NLS can handle that.

• A simpler approach (first in Leamer (1997)) is usually pursued
instead though:
• The terms Ak

i (τ ,E) and Bk
j (τ ,E) can be partialled out using

αk
i and αk

j fixed effects.

• Note that (ie avoid what Baldwin calls the ‘gold medal
mistake’) if you’re doing this regression on panel data, we
need separate fixed effects αk

it and αk
jt in each year t.



Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003)

• This was an important general point about estimating gravity
equations
• And it is a nice example of general equilibrium empirical

thinking.

• AvW (2003) applied their method to revisit McCallum (AER,
1995)’s famous argument that there was a huge ‘border’
effect within North America:
• This is an additional premium on crossing the border,

controlling for distance.
• Ontario appears to want to trade far more with Alberta (miles

away) than New York (close, but over a border).

• The problem is that, as AvW (2003) showed, McCallum
(1995) didn’t control for the endogenous terms Ak

i (τ ,E) and
Bk
j (τ ,E) and this biased his results.



Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003): Results
Re-running McCallum (1995)’s specification

ANDERSON AND VAN WINCOOP: GRAVITY WITH GRAVITAS 

TABLE 1-MCCALLUM REGRESSIONS 

McCallum regressions Unitary income elasticities 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 
Data CA-CA US-US US-US CA-CA US-US US-US 

CA-US CA-US CA-CA CA-US CA-US CA-CA 
CA-US CA-US 

Independent variable 
In Yi 1.22 1.13 1.13 1 1 1 

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) 
In yj 0.98 0.98 0.97 1 1 1 

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 
in di -1.35 -1.08 -1.11 -1.35 -1.09 -1.12 

(0.07) (0.04) (0.04) (0.07) (0.04) (0.03) 
Dummy-Canada 2.80 2.75 2.63 2.66 

(0.12) (0.12) (0.11) (0.12) 
Dummy-U.S. 0.41 0.40 0.49 0.48 

(0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06) 

Border-Canada 16.4 15.7 13.8 14.2 
(2.0) (1.9) (1.6) (1.6) 

Border-U.S. 1.50 1.49 1.63 1.62 
(0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.09) 

R2 0.76 0.85 0.85 0.53 0.47 0.55 

Remoteness variables added 
Border-Canada 16.3 15.6 14.7 15.0 

(2.0) (1.9) (1.7) (1.8) 
Border-U.S. 1.38 1.38 1.42 1.42 

(0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) 
0.77 0.86 0.86 0.55 0.50 0.57 

Notes: The table reports the results of estimating a McCallum gravity equation for the year 1993 for 30 U.S. states and 10 
Canadian provinces. In all regressions the dependent variable is the log of exports from region i to region j. The independent 
variables are defined as follows: Yi and yj are gross domestic production in regions i andj; dij is the distance between regions 
i and j; Dummy-Canada and Dummy-U.S. are dummy variables that'are one when both regions are located in respectively 
Canada and the United States, and zero otherwise. The first three columns report results based on nonunitary income 
elasticities (as in the original McCallum regressions), while the last three columns assume unitary income elasticities. Results 
are reported for three different sets of data: (i) state-province and interprovincial trade, (ii) state-province and interstate trade, 
(iii) state-province, interprovincial, and interstate trade. The border coefficients Border-U.S. and Border-Canada are the 
exponentials of the coefficients on the respective dummy variables. The final three rows report the border coefficients and R2 
when the remoteness indices (3) are added. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. 

table. First, we confirm a very large border 
coefficient for Canada. The first column shows 
that, after controlling for distance and size, in- 
terprovincial trade is 16.4 times state-province 
trade. This is only somewhat lower than the 
border effect of 22 that McCallum estimated 
based on 1988 data. Second, the U.S. border 
coefficient is much smaller. The second column 
tells us that interstate trade is a factor 1.50 times 
state-province trade after controlling for dis- 
tance and size. We will show below that this 
large difference between the Canadian and U.S. 
border coefficients is exactly what the theory 
predicts. Third, these border coefficients are 
very similar when pooling all the data. Fi- 
nally, the border coefficients are also similar 

when unitary income coefficients are im- 
posed. With pooled data and unitary income 
coefficients (last column), the Canadian bor- 
der coefficient is 14.2 and the U.S. border 
coefficient is 1.62. 

The bottom of the table reports results when 
remoteness variables are added. We use the 
definition of remoteness that has been com- 
monly used in the literature following McCal- 
lum's paper. The regression then becomes 

(2) In xij = aI + c21ln Yi + a3ln yj + 41ln dij 

+ a5ln REMi + a6ln REMj 

+ +a78ij + s8 i 
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Anderson and van Wincoop (AER, 2003): Results
Using theory-consistent (NLS) specificationTHE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW 

TABLE 2-ESTIMATION RESULTS 

Two-country Multicountry 
model model 

Parameters (1 - (J)p -0.79 -0.82 
(0.03) (0.03) 

(1 - or)ln b UscA -1.65 -1.59 
(0.08) (0.08) 

(1 - (T)ln bUS,ROW -1.68 

(0.07) 
(1 - or)ln bcA,ROW -2.31 

(0.08) 
(1 - )ln bRow,ROw -1.66 

(0.06) 

Average error terms: US-US 0.06 0.06 
CA-CA -0.17 -0.02 
US-CA -0.05 -0.04 

Notes: The table reports parameter estimates from the two-country model and the multicoun- 
try model. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The table also reports average error 
terms for interstate, interprovincial, and state-province trade. 

industries. For further levels of disaggrega- 
tion the elasticities could be much higher, with 
some goods close to perfect substitutes.23 It 
is therefore hard to come up with an appro- 
priate average elasticity. To give a sense of 
the numbers though, the estimate of -1.58 for 
(1 - o-)ln bs, CA in the multicountry model 
implies a tariff equivalent of respectively 48, 
19, and 9 percent if the average elasticity is 5, 
10, and 20. 

The last three rows of Table 2 report the 
average error terms for interstate, interprovin- 
cial, and state-province trade. Particularly for 
the multicountry model they are close to zero. 
The average percentage difference between ac- 
tual trade and predicted trade in the multicoun- 
try model is respectively 6, -2, and -4 percent 
for interstate, interprovincial, and state-province 
trade. The largest error term in the two-country 
model is for interprovincial trade, where on 
average actual trade is 17 percent lower than 
predicted trade.24 

23 For example, for a highly homogeneous commodity 
such as silver bullion, Feenstra (1994) estimates a 42.9 
elasticity of substitution among varieties imported from 15 
different countries. 

24 The R2 is respectively 0.43 and 0.45 for the two- 
country and multicountry model, which is somewhat lower 
than the 0.55 for the McCallum equation with unitary elas- 
ticities (last column Table 1). This is not a test of the theory 
though because McCallum's equation is not theoretically 
grounded. It also does not imply that multilateral resistance 

B. The Impact of the Border 
on Bilateral Trade 

We now turn to the general-equilibrium com- 
parative static implications of the estimated bor- 
der barriers for bilateral trade flows. We will 
calculate the ratio of trade flows with border 
barriers to that under the borderless trade im- 
plied by our model estimates. Appendix B dis- 
cusses how we compute the equilibrium after 
removing all border barriers while maintaining 
distance frictions. It turns out that we need to 
know the elasticity oa in order to solve for the 
free trade equilibrium. This is because the new 
income shares Oi depend on relative prices, 
which depend on o-. We set o- = 5, but we will 
show in the sensitivity analysis section that re- 
sults are almost identical for other elasticities. 
The elasticity o- plays no role other than to 
affect the equilibrium income shares a little. 

In what follows we define the "average" of 
trade variables and (transforms of the) multilat- 
eral resistance variables as the exponential of 

does not matter; the dummies in McCallum's equation 
capture the average difference in multilateral resistance of 
states and provinces. With a higher estimate of internal 
distance, the R2 from the structural model becomes quite 
close to that in the McCallum equation. It turns out though 
that internal distance has little effect on our key results 
(Section V). 
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Other elements of Trade Costs

• Many determinants of TCs have been investigated in the
literature.

• AvW (2004) summarize these:
• Tariffs, NTBs, etc.
• Transportation costs (directly measured). Roads, ports.

(Feyrer (2009) on Suez Canal had this feature).
• Currency policies.
• Being a member of the WTO.
• Language barriers, colonial ties.
• Information barriers. (Rauch and Trindade (2002).)
• Contracting costs and insecurity (Evans (2001), Anderson and

Marcoulier (2002)).
• US CIA-sponsored coups. (Easterly, Nunn and Sayananth

(2010).)

• Aggregating these trade costs together into one representative
number is not trivial.
• Anderson and Neary (2005) have outlined how to solve this

problem (conditional on a given theory of trade).



AvW (2004): Summary of Gravity Results
Anderson and van Wincoop: Trade Costs 

TABLE 7 
TARIFF EQUIVALENT OF TRADE COSTS 

method data reported o= 5 o-=8 r= 10 method data 
by authors 

all trade barriers 

Head and Ries (2001) 
U.S.-Canada, 1990-1995 

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) 
U.S.-Canada, 1993 

Eaton and Kortum (2002) 
19 OECD countries, 1990 
750-1500 miles apart 

national border barriers 

Wei (1996) 
19 OECD countries, 1982-1994 

Evans (2003a) 
8 OECD countries, 1990 

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) 
U.S.-Canada, 1993 

Eaton and Kortum (2002) 
19 OECD countries, 1990 

language barrier 

Eaton and Kortum (2002) 
19 OECD countries, 1990 

Hummels (1999) 
160 countries, 1994 

currency barrier 

Rose and van Wincoop (2001) 
143 countries, 1980 and 1990 

new disaggr. 48 
(o= 7.9) 

new aggr 

new aggr. 

trad. aggr. 

48-63 
(o= 9.28) 

5 
(o=20) 

trad. disaggr. 45 
(o=5) 

new aggr. 48 
(o-=5) 

new aggr. 32-45 
(o-= 9.28) 

new aggr. 6 
(o= 9.28) 

new disaggr. 11 
(o= 6.3) 

new aggr. 26 
(o=5) 

97 47 35 

91 46 35 

123-174 58-78 43-57 

26-76 14-38 11-29 

45 30 23 

48 26 19 

77-116 39-55 29-41 

12 7 5 

12 8 6 

26 14 11 

Notes: This table reports findings in the gravity literature on the tariff equivalent of a variety of factors that 
increase trade barriers. The second column indicates whether estimates are based on the traditional gravity equa- 
tion -"trad."- or the theory-based gravity equation -"new". The third column indicates whether estimation is 
based on aggregate or disaggregate data. The numbers in the fourth column have been reported by the authors 
for various elasticities of substitution s that are shown in brackets. For results based on disaggregated trade data, 
the average trade barrier across sectors is reported (for Hummels (1999) only sectors with statistically significant 
estimates are used). The numbers in the last three columns re-compute these results for alternative values of o. 
For results based on disaggregate data, the trade barriers are first re-computed for each sector and then averaged 
(with the exception of Head and Ries (2001), who only report average trade barriers across all sectors). When two 
numbers are reported, the lower number applies to countries that share a border and have a common language. 

(2001) imply an average U.S.-Canada trade 
barrier of 47 percent based on average 
results from 1990 to 1995. Based on 
Anderson and van Wincoop's (2003) results, 
their estimated trade cost parameters with 
or=8 imply a 46-percent U.S.-Canada trade 

barrier for 1993, virtually the same as Head 
and Ries (2001). This is calculated as the 

trade-weighted average barrier for trade 
between states and provinces, divided by the 

trade-weighted average barrier for trade 
within the United States and Canada. Eaton 
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A Potential Concern About Identification

• The above methodology identified tau (or its determinants)
only by assuming trade separability. This seems potentially
worrying.

• In particular, there is a set of taste or technology shocks that
can rationalize any trade cost vector you want.
• Eg if we allowed each country i to have its own taste for

varieties of k that come from country j (this would be a
‘demand shock’ shifter in the utility function for i , akij) then

this would mean everywhere we see τ kij above should really be

• In general akij might just be noise with respect to determining

τ kij . But if akij is spatially correlated, as τ kij is, then we’re in
trouble.



A Potential Concern About Identification

• To take an example from the Crozet and Koenigs (2009)
maps, do Alsaciens trade more with Germany (relative to how
the rest of France trades with Germany) because:
• They have low trade costs (proximity) for getting to Germany?
• They have tastes for similar goods?
• There is no barrier to factor mobility here. German barbers

might even cut hair in France.
• Integrated supply chains choose to locate near each other.

• Ellison, Glaeser and Kerr (AER, 2009) look at this
‘co-agglomeration’ in the US.

• Hummels and Hilberry (EER, 2008) look at this on US trade
data by checking whether imports of a zipcode’s goos are
correlated with the upstream input demands of that zipcode’s
industry-mix.

• Rossi-Hansberg (AER, 2005) models this on a spatial
continuum (a line).

• Yi (AER, 2010) argues that this explains much of the ‘border
effect’ that remains even in AvW (2003).



Hilberry and Hummels (EER 2008) using
zipcode-to-zipcode US data
Is it really plausible that trade costs fall this fast with distance?

are measuring regions at the 3-digit zip code level, NF
ij41 could result from seeing more

than 1 unique establishment per commodity and/or having multiple (5-digit) destination
regions within the 3-digit region j.

Finally, we decompose the average value per shipment into average price and average
quantity per shipment

PQij ¼
ð
PNij

s¼1P
s
ijQ

s
ijÞ

Nij

¼
ð
PNij

s¼1P
s
ijQ

s
ijÞ

ð
PNij

s¼1QijÞ

ð
PNij

s¼1QijÞ

Nij

¼ Pij Qij . (3)

Our units are weight (pounds) for all commodities. By using this common unit we are
able to aggregate over dissimilar products, and to compare prices (per pound) across all
commodities.

We now have total trade between 2 regions, decomposed into 4 component parts.

Tij ¼ Nk
ij NF

ij Pij Qij . (4)

3.1. Decomposition results

We use a kernel regression estimator to provide a non-parametric estimate of the
relationship between distance shipped and the elements of Eq. (4), using 3-digit zip code
data to define regions.12 Fig. 1 shows a kernel regression of Tij on distance. Value declines
very rapidly with distance, dropping off almost an entire order of magnitude between 1
and 200 miles, and is nearly flat thereafter. This figure demonstrates that there is a
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Fig. 1. Kernel regressions.

12We use the Gaussian kernel estimator in STATA, calculated on n ¼ 100 points, and allowing the estimator to

calculate and employ the optimal bandwidth. Distance between 3-digit regions is calculated as the average of all

the 5-digit pairs between the 2 3-digit regions.
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Fig. 2.—The joint geographic distribution of share levels and early entry across U.S.
markets in ground coffee. The areas of the circles are proportional to share levels. Shaded
circles indicate that a brand locally moved first.

coffee industry by plotting the shares of the two top national brands,
Folgers and Maxwell House, on a map of the United States. Each circle
pertains to one of the 50 markets in our data, and the circle’s area is
proportional to the size of the brand’s cross-time market share in that
market. Folgers’ market share ranges from 0.16 in New York City to 0.59
in Des Moines. Maxwell House’s market share ranges from 0.04 in Se-
attle to 0.46 in Pittsburgh. More interesting is the variation in the relative
shares of these two brands across U.S. cities. Maxwell House shares are
largest in the Northeast, precisely where Folgers shares are smallest. In
general, Folgers clearly dominates the ground coffee industry in the
West and North Central markets. But Maxwell House dominates the
East Coast.

III. The Persistence of CPG Brand Shares

In this section, we tie the geographic patterns in market shares to a
persistent effect of historic brand entry. We begin with an anecdotal
discussion of some of these industries to motivate the potential persis-
tence of historic entry timing.

As seen in table 3, many of the current leading brands originated
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Typically, the
current leading brands in an industry originated in different parts of
the United States. For instance, in ground coffee, Folgers launched in
San Francisco in 1872,15 whereas Maxwell House launched in Nashville
in 1892. Similarly, Heinz ketchup originated in Pittsburgh in 1876,
whereas Hunts ketchup originated in Santa Rosa Valley in 1890, just

15 Taken from the Folgers Web site (http://www.folgers.com/pressroom/history.shtml).
Pendergrast (1999, 56ff.) lists an earlier date, which for the purpose of our analysis is
equivalent.
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Fig. 3.—Effect of distance from city of origin on market share (net of brand-specific
fixed effects). Whiskers indicate 95 percent confidence intervals.

interval ranges from 42 (2,500–2,750 miles) to 490 (750–1,000 miles).
To test for an effect of distance from city of origin on brand shares, we
run the following regression:

11

kShare p a � d Dist � e , (1)�icm i k icm im
kp0

where is the market share of brand i in industry c and marketShareicm

m and is a brand fixed effect.ai

We report the distance results from (1) graphically in figure 3. We
graph the distance effects, , against their respective distance intervals.dk

Recall that d11, which corresponds to the effect at distances between
2,500 and 2,750 miles, is normalized to zero. We can see that, net of
the brand-specific effects , a brand’s market share falls as we move toai

markets that are increasingly distant from its city of origin. In particular,
we see an approximately 20 share point difference between the market
share in the city of origin versus in a market more than 2,500 miles
away. In the graph, we also report 95 percent confidence bands to
indicate that these effects are statistically significant. Given that the
overall average market share for these 49 brands is roughly 22 percent,



Puzzling Findings from Gravity Equations

• Trade costs seem very large.

• The decay with respect to distance seems particularly
dramatic.

• The distance coefficient has not been dying.

• One sees a distance and a ‘border’ effect on eBay too:
• Hortascu, Martinez-Jerez and Douglas (AEJ 2009).

• Blum and Goldfarb (JIE, 2006) on digital products. But only
for ‘taste-dependent digital goods’: music, games,
pornography.



Disidier and Head (ReStat, 2008)
The exaggerated death of distance?

effect. This makes sense since adjacency is likely to be
negatively correlated with distance, leading to upward omit-
ted variable bias (on the distance effect—the bias on the
negative distance coefficient would be downward).

Another important control is for a common language.
Here the correlation with distance is not obvious. Some
pairs like Belgium and France, Ireland and the United
Kingdom are relatively proximate, whereas country pairs
that share a language because of colonization patterns (the
United Kingdom and Australia, say) are very far apart. The
results suggest that the latter set of countries dominate: the
inclusion of the common language control significantly
raises the distance effect.

Two other controls that one would expect to matter have
a negligible impact. Controlling for membership of a pref-
erential trade agreement has a small and insignificant effect.
Distance effects on trade also seem to be insensitive to the
introduction of a “remoteness” control variable. As men-
tioned before, this might be because many of the remoteness
variables do not use proper functional forms. Our result
shows that the use of fixed effects instead of atheoretical
remoteness variables increases the distance coefficient.

Using methods that incorporate or correct for zero trade
flows seems to raise the estimated coefficients. On the other
hand, samples that do not have zero flows tend to obtain
smaller distance coefficients. However, this result is significant
only at the 10% level. In unreported results, we investigated
whether the particular method for dealing with zeros matters.
Tobit and Heckman methods tend to yield considerably larger
estimates, corroborating Overman et al.’s (2003) observation
that “the difference in estimated [distance] coefficients arises,
at least in part, because of the treatment of zeros. Tobit
estimation typically yields larger coefficients.” The standard

errors on these method indicators are large: only the Tobit
procedure makes a statistically significant difference.12

The Poisson PML method advocated by Santos Silva and
Tenreyro (2006) leads to much smaller distance effects
estimates. This is based on just four estimates in one paper
for one year of data, 1990. It seems worthwhile to investi-
gate the PPML method for alternative samples and time
periods.

Using instruments to control for the endogeneity of GDP
has no discernable impact on the distance effect. Finally, the
distance effects in high-quality journals do not differ sig-
nificantly from the rest of the sample.13

Recall that we constructed our sample by combining
estimates from papers found through an EconLit search with
papers found through a more focused search within specific
journals. The EconLit sample is more objective because we
exercised more discretion in selecting the remaining papers.
The time effects for that sample (unreported) are slightly
lower than for the whole sample, but there are no other
noteworthy differences in the results.

The random-effects method places greater emphasis on
within-paper variation than cross-paper variation. We report
results based on the OLS in column 5 of table 2. In this

12 The Helpman et al. (forthcoming) paper does not enter our sample
because, at the time of writing, it was a mimeograph and therefore not listed
in EconLit. The use of their ML method capturing the heterogeneity effect on
trade partner selection reduces the distance effect implied for a firm by 0.4
(from 1.2 to 0.8). A Heckman correction alone slightly raises the distance
effect.

13 An alternative proxy for improved econometric method is the year of
publication. In unreported regressions we experimented with time trends
and period dummies based on publication year but found small and
insignificant effects.

FIGURE 3.—THE VARIATION OF �̂ GRAPHED RELATIVE TO THE MIDPERIOD OF THE DATA SAMPLE
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Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade (and
determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers
have attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade,
and the determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs.

4. Other work on trade costs.



Price Gap Approaches

• This method for estimating trade costs has received far less
work among trade economists.

• The core idea is that if there is free arbitrage (assumed in
most trade models anyway) then the price for any identical
good k at any two points i and j in space must reflect a
no-arbitrage condition:
• | ln pki − ln pkj | ≤ τ kij .

• This holds with equality if there is some good being traded
from i to j : ie if X k

ij > 0.



Price Gap Approaches

• There are 2 big challenges in using this method:
• We clearly need to be careful that good k is the exact same

good when it is for sale in i and j . (This is harder than just
ensuring that it’s the same barcode etc. An identical barcode
for sale at Whole Foods comes with additional bundled services
that might not be available at another sale location.)

• Conditional on working with very finely-defined goods, it is
hard to know whether X k

ij > 0 holds. If we’re not sure about
this, then there are three options:
• Work with a good that is differentiated by region of origin.

Donaldson (2010) did this with 8 types of salt in India.
• Build a model of supply and demand to tell you when i and j

are trading k. (One could argue that if you do this you might
as well just use all the information in your model’s predicted
trade flows, ie pursue the gravity approach.)

• Or, work with the weak inequality | ln pk
i − ln pk

j | ≤ τ kij in all its
generality. This is what the ‘market integration’ literature
(very commonly seen in Economic History and Agricultural
Economics) has grappled with.



Plan for Today’s Lecture on Gravity Model Empirics

• We will begin with some general lessons about the ‘fit’ of
gravity equations in settings where we have reasonable proxies
for (some) trade costs.

• But most gravity equation estimation has been for the
purposes of determining the size of barriers to trade (and
determinants of these barriers).

• So we will then review various ways in which researchers
have attempted to measure the size of barriers to trade,
and the determinants of barriers to trade:

1. Direct measurement.

2. Using trade flows to infer trade costs (gravity equations).

3. Using price dispersion and price gaps to infer trade costs.

4. Other work on trade costs.



Other Work on Trade Costs

• Micro-founded models of iformation-based, network-based, or
contractual friction-based models of trade costs.
• Greif, Rauch, reputation models of buyers and sellers, favor

exchange on networks (Jackson).

• Fixed costs of penetrating a foreign market (our focus has
been on variable trade costs):
• Tybout and Roberts (AER 1998 and Ecta 2008) have made

significant progress here.
• Implications of fixed costs for interpreting gravity equations.

(Recall how HMR (2007) and Chaney (2008) point out that
coefficient on distance in a gravity regression may be capturing
both the variable and fixed costs of trading if both of these
costs rise with distnace.)


